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#1: While investigating a murder on the ranch, Hank finds himself the number one suspect. #2:

Hank conducts defensive maneuvers against an attacking silver monster bird.
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I have loved Hank since my daughter was little and now the grandkids get to meet him also. These

are in my opinion one of the best kids books. And i love the cds for roadtrips. Of course finding

something that can compete with the neverending supply of gadgets and electronic games is a

struggle .I hope that the incredibly clever and cute stories of Hank's adventures help the grandkids

realize that there used to be a way of life so much more preferable than the crazy oversaturated and

hyped world of today!

I grew up in west TX listening to Hank the Cowdog everyday. I lost the original tapes I had so when I

saw this I had to buy it. Totally worth it. So much nostalgia..even my dad is enjoying them again (he

was forced to listen to them ALL the time in his truck for the sake of entertaining his small daughter

at work) These are great for kids, clean and funny. John R. Erickson really has a talent for story

telling.

We love listening to these cd's while traveling. They're laugh out loud funny for kids and adults.



If you have kids, you must introduce them this series. Entertaining for both children and adults. I'd

also recommend buying the books on audio; the author reads (at least) the first two books, and I

found the set on eBay for $20.

The voices and sound effects in these stories add so much to the story that I went on to order the

next 4 books on cd also. My 5 yo grandson and I listen to them with relish. My older boys read them

in book form but the cd is so much more fun, that when we finished these first two books, I ordered

numbers 3 & 4 and then 5 & 6. I guess I'd better be ordering the next set!

Bought this set for my husband because somehow he was still 25 and had never read or heard

Hank the Cowdog! We both enjoyed the rustic voice that narrates the story and really got involved in

the fun, upbeat storylines. Hank the Cowdog is great for road trips and friendly for all ages. Be

careful while driving because you will laugh!

Bought for my sister to while away the time on a long drive. She & her guest laughed and laughed

and now she plans to pass it on to her son so he can share it with his niece and nephew.

great book
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